Prediction of myelinated nerve fiber stimulation thresholds: limitations of linear models.
Computer models of neurons are used to simulate neural behavior, and are important tools for designing neural prostheses. Computation time remains an issue when simulating large numbers of neurons or applying models to real time applications. Warman et al. developed a method to predict excitation thresholds for axons using linear models and a predetermined critical voltage. We calculated threshold prediction error as a function of the location of an extracellular electrode using two different axon models to examine further threshold prediction using linear models. Threshold prediction error was low (<3% error) under the conditions examined by Warman et al., but under more general conditions, threshold prediction error was as high as 23.6%. Linear models were limited as effective tools for single fiber threshold prediction because accuracy was dependent on the nonlinear and linear models used, and any parameter that affected the extracellular potential distribution. Threshold prediction could be improved by appropriately choosing the membrane conductance of the linear model, but determination of an optimal conductance was computationally expensive. Finally, although single fiber threshold prediction error was partially masked when considering the input-output (I/O) properties of populations of axons, relatively large errors still occurred in population I/O curves generated with linear models.